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MOON THROUGH YOUNG SUNFLOWERS 
 
        I have not been viewing nature with a composing eye—Charles Burchfield 
 
 
The irradiating moon 
gleamed through 
black petals, 
lit leaves’ tips 
and took 
from any hint of form 
a departure. 
 
To want desire 
in the visibilities 
however fleeting, 
was to want the human 
in the non-human. 
 
This seemed like a small thing 
in the violence of our present. 
Each instance had its anomalies, 
each began in the miniscules  
of the psyche, sob or cry 
depending on if it had begun 
or if it was over. 
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HIGH BASIN 
 
 (after No. XVI of Odes suivies de Thibet by Victor Segalen)  
 
 
To collect myself there in the mountain’s cut: to bathe in the self’s pool: 
 
 all its stories-of myself, to myself—gathered, and led into runnels, 
 
to flow from on high to low, flux without root or rootedness, 
 
 useless to name, useless except to surrender and admit 
 
the shame of wanting the unknowable, incessantly casting and retrieving the bait 

 
of the ego, as though before a watershed teeming with life. 

 
The gods must be fond of laughing.  Your warriorship enclosed between  
 
a helmet of sky overhead and the rock’s amphitheater, armor hard from its hollowing, 
 
 plaything of the self’s interior winds. 
 
But to heal again I turn to your example Tibet, rich with adventures. 
 
 Can I imitate your sacred lake, Yam dok-Tso, outlet to the West? 
 
Doubled lake—lake—twice set in its liquid nomination, word/thing 
 
 of mind, only mind, distilled as though a secondary water. 
 
Can I also, by hyperbole and sequence, journey there? 
 
 Transport from level to level, 
 
to move with high compassion and swelling O calculator 
 
 to be—to the ninth power, for all beings, 
 
and almost to the centuple fold, to the crescent (growing) number, 
 
 without denial. 
 
And also following toward infinity. 
 


